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The possessive construction in Mandarin is similar to English prenominal
possessives except that maximality is presupposed only for cases involving
inherently relational nouns. In this paper, I adopt the hypothesized split of
argument and modifier genitives proposed by Partee & Borschev (2001,
2003) and argue that modifier-genitives can occur NP-internally in Mandarin possessives, whose appearance is restricted to cases with non-relational nouns. The discrepancy of the maximality presupposition observed in
Mandarin can thus be captured since non-relational nouns can have a split
of interpretations between argument and modifier genitives, resulting in a
non-maximality reading.
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1.

Introduction

In Mandarin, the notion of possession is expressed with the marker de that connects a possessor and a possessum. A typical example is given in (1).1
(1) Zhangsan de shu
Zhangsan de book
‘Zhangsan’s book’

In (1), de is roughly identical to ’s in English prenominal possessives and, just
like in English, it is compatible with both relational and non-relational nouns.2 In
addition to serving as a possessive marker, the Mandarin de can also link a modi1. The list of abbreviations is available at the end of this article.
2. See also the discussion of relational nouns in Section 2 and Section 4.2.
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fying noun phrase, an adjective phrase, a preposition phrase, a relative clause or a
complement clause to the modified noun. Due to its versatile functions, the status
of de has long been investigated in the literature (Sproat & Shih 1988, Tang 1990,
Cheng & Sybesma 1999, 2009, Simpson 2002, among many others). Most attempts
to understand de have been largely syntactic in nature while only some scholars
have looked for an account of de from the semantic side. Crucially, focusing on the
compositionality of de and adjectives, Huang (2006) argues that Chinese simple
adjectives (e.g., zang ‘dirty’) are type e and Chinese complex adjectives (e.g., bingliang ‘ice-cold’) are type <e,t>. The simple adjectives can directly modify nouns,
as they are both type e, but the complex adjectives cannot. To resolve this mismatch, Huang proposes that Chinese has a type-shifting operation <<e,t>,e> that
she identified with the particle de itself. Nevertheless, previous semantics works
have paid little concentrated attention to the possession relation de intermediates
and thus the current study focuses on this aspect.
This paper will investigate a kind of possessive construction in Mandarin,
in which Numeral-Classifier (henceforth Num-Cl) occurs after the possessor, as
illustrated in (2):
(2) Zhangsan de san-zhi qianbi
Zhangsan de three-cl pencil
‘Zhangsan’s three pencils’

As will be detailed later, the semantic properties of (2) pose challenges to the general analyses of prenominal possessives (cf. Barker 1995, 1998) since the Mandarin
example in (2), unlike English, does not have the maximality presupposition (i.e.,
Zhangsan has exactly three pencils). However, interestingly, when the head noun
qianbi ‘pencil’ in (2) is replaced with a relational noun like nüer ‘daughter’, the
maximality presupposition then emerges again. The current study will focus on
the semantics of this type of possessive construction (i.e., in the ordering of Possessor-de-Numeral-Classifier-Noun) and, for ease of explication, I will refer to the
possessors in question as ‘high possessors’ (cf. Partee 2006). Another type of possessive construction consists of the Num-Cl string occurring before the possessor. Different from the current target here, this kind of low-possessor possessive
expresses a partitive meaning, similar to double genitives or standard partitives in
English, which is beyond the scope of the current paper. In order to differentiate
our focus from this kind of lower-positioned possessive, I use the term ‘high possessors’ in the discussion to avoid possible confusion.
In this study, I follow Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003) and assume the split
of argument and modifier genitives since neither the traditional two-type genitive
approach (i.e., relational vs. non-relational head nouns, see Barker 1995, Partee
1997) nor the one-type genitive analysis (i.e., all head nouns are relational, see
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Jensen & Vikner 1994, Vikner & Jensen 2002) can capture the facts observed in
Mandarin possessives. In particular, I argue that the occurrence of NP-internal
modifier-genitives in Mandarin and the compatibility of modifier-genitives with
only non-relational nouns lead to the surface pattern that maximality is not presupposed for non-relational nouns. I further compare the Mandarin data with
English prenominal and predicate possessives and show that the analysis proposed in this paper can account for the cross-linguistic differences.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the empirical basis and
the research questions. The proposal will be outlined in Section 3, along with a
summary of the derived two-type genitive approach. A unified semantic analysis
for the problems of maximality will be offered in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2.

Data and problems

In English, the possessive phrase John’s three pencils, as in (3), presupposes that
John has exactly three pencils and the three pencils exhaust the pencils that John
has. In other words, the possessives in question denote maximality. However, the
Mandarin counterpart like in (4) does not carry the same presupposition. Thus,
(4) can be used in a context where Zhangsan still has some extra pencils with him.
(3) John’s three pencils were lost.
(4) Zhangsan de san-zhi qianbi bu jian-le.
Zhangsan de three-cl pencil neg see-asp
‘Zhangsan’s three pencils were lost.’

(with maximality)
(without maximality)

Given that prenominal possessives with definite possessors are always definite, or
at least behave like a definite expression, the maximality presupposition should
be expected (Woisetschlaeger 1983, Barker 1995, Zamparelli 2005) since maximality is commonly considered to be an ingredient of definiteness (cf. Abbott 2004).
Thus, the fact that such a presupposition is only observed in English but not in
Mandarin leads to a possibility that Mandarin possessives are simply not definite
expressions.
Partee (2006) notes a similar contrast between Mandarin and English and
argues that, while definite expressions like prenominal possessives with definite
possessors in English presuppose maximality, uniqueness and familiarity3 (cf.

3. I will set aside the discussion of familiarity, presumably another property of definiteness
(Abbott 2004).
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Abbott 2004), Mandarin counterparts only denote familiarity. The main motivation for her claim is from the comparison among Mandarin, English and other
languages based on Lyons (1999). She cites Lyons’ view that non-grammaticalized
definiteness generally lacks the presupposition of uniqueness and maximality.
This amounts to saying that the content of definiteness in Mandarin should be
different from English since there is no grammaticalized definite article such as
the English the in Mandarin. In other words, even though (prenominal) possessives with definite possessors in both languages are still considered to be definite descriptions, maximality is presupposed only in English. Similar correlations
can be observed in Russian. In particular, Russian, as she claims, does not have
any definite article like the English the, so it behaves on a par with Mandarin in
this regard and thus lacks the maximality presupposition as well. As expected, the
interpretation of the Russian counterparts is exactly like what has been observed
in Mandarin, according to Partee.
Partee’s analysis accounts for the noted contrast and seems to capture the
cross-linguistic patterns. However, a closer scrutiny reveals that maximality is in
fact presupposed for certain cases in Mandarin, in particular where relational
nouns are involved.4 Relational nouns are an important element in the study of
possessives because the content of a possessive characteristically depends on the
content of a relational nominal. For instance, father is a (two-place) relational
noun: A person counts as a father only in virtue of standing in a particular relationship with another individual. In the following discussion, I follow the most
common relational concepts cross-linguistically and consider nouns involving
familial relations (e.g., mother, uncle, cousin), body parts (e.g., hand, head, finger) and intrinsic aspects of entities (e.g., color, speed, weight, shape) to be relational nouns (Barker 2011). Precisely, as I will show, Mandarin possessives have the
maximality presupposition if the head nouns exhibit inherent/lexical/inalienable
possession relations (i.e., relational); on the other hand, if the head nouns have
only the extrinsic/free/alienable relations (i.e., non-relational), maximality is not
presupposed. Thus, the claim outlined above needs to be modified because maximality may still be presupposed in Mandarin. For example, with relational5 nouns
like kinship terms, it is clear that maximality is presupposed, since a continuing
remark that negates the implicated maximality is infelicitous, as illustrated in (5):

4. Partee’s investigation on Mandarin possessives mainly looks at cases with the non-relational
noun maoyi ‘sweater’.
5. Body-part terms are special with respect to the maximality presupposition and it might be
because the ‘quantity’ of any body part (from any individual/entity) is usually common knowledge. The same problem also occurs in English. For instance, it is felicitous to say John’s two
fingers without suggesting that John (as a normal human being) only has two fingers.
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(5) Ta renshi Zhangsan de san-ge jiejie
(# danshi haiyou yi-ge
he know Zhangsan de three-cl elder.sister but
still.have one-cl
jiejie
ta bu renshi).
elder.sister he neg know
‘He knows Zhangsan’s three elder sisters, (# but there is still one (elder sister)
he doesn’t know).’

For a non-relational noun like qianbi ‘pencil’ that hardly has any salient relation
other than the prototypical/ordinary possession relation, maximality is not presupposed, as exemplified in (6a) and its felicitous continuation in (6b):6
(6) a.

Wo nongduan-le Zhangsan de san-zhi qianbi.
I break-asp Zhangsan de three-cl pencil
‘I’ve broken Zhangsan’s three pencils.’
b. Hai ta xianzai zhi shengxia liang-zhi qianbi keyi yong.
cause he now only remain two-cl pencil able use
‘…(and) it causes that he now has only two pencils left to use.’

These examples clearly show that maximality is presupposed in Mandarin possessives when the head noun is relational.7 As a result, the hypothesis that the
6. For multivalent nouns like shu ‘book’, when it exhibits a lexical relation like agentive ((i.e.,
author/creation) reading (cf. Barker 1995: 87)) as in (i), it behaves like a relational noun in terms
of maximality, but when it is interpreted with an extrinsic relation (e.g., own) as in (ii), maximality is not presupposed. So the behavior of shu ‘book’ still follows from the pattern observed
here.
(i) Wo zixidi kan-wan-le zhe-wei zuojia de san-ben shu (# haiyou yi-ben mei
I carefully read-over-asp this-cl writer de three-cl book still.have one-cl neg
kan-guo).
read-asp
‘I carefully read this writer’s three books, (# but there is still one I haven’t read).’
(ii) Wo zai lucheng zhong nongdiu-le taitai-de san-ben shu (xinghao
ta haiyou
I at trip
mid lose-asp wife-de three-cl book fortunately she still.have
yi-ben keyi kan).
one-cl can read
‘I lost my wife’s three books during the trip; (fortunately she still had one to read).’
7. Though agreeing on the reported judgments, one reviewer notes the following sentence that
might not follow the patterns described in the paper.
(i) Ta zhi renshi Zhangsan de san-ge jiejie, haiyou yi-ge ta bu renshi.
he only know Zhangsan de three-cl sister still one-cl he neg know
The fact that maximality seems not to be observed in (i) might have derived from the focus
association between only and the numeral three. It has been known that zhi ‘only’ is an alter-
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meaning of definiteness varies across languages does not account for the contrast
presented here. Based on the discussion in this section, we can conclude that the
analysis proposed by Partee (2006), which builds on the idea of definiteness, cannot readily capture the disparities of Mandarin possessives with respect to the
maximality presupposition.

3.

The assumptions

I have adopted the derived two-genitive approach outlined in Partee & Borschev
(2001, 2003) to deal with this discrepancy observed in Mandarin. Unlike the twogenitive account in the sense of Barker (1995), Partee (1997) or the one-genitive
account by Vikner & Jensen (2002), the current two-genitive proposal states that
there is an additional modifier-genitive type that expresses the ordinary possession relation (i.e., own/control), and for English this type of genitive is attested
only in the predicate position (i.e., predicate possessives). The main ideas of my
proposal can be summarized as follows.
(7) a.

I argue, in addition to the predicate position, modifier-genitives in Mandarin can also occur NP-internally and the occurrence is restricted to
cases with non-relational nouns.
b. Mandarin possessives with non-relational nouns thus have two interpretations, namely argument-genitives and modifier-genitives, while cases with
relational nouns can only be argument-genitives.
c. The reason why NP-internal modifier-genitives only occur in Mandarin
but not in English is because Mandarin possessives are prenominal modifiers, just like adjectives or relative clauses, whereas prenominal possessives and NP-internal modifiers in English do not have such a
correspondence.

As will be discussed in more details later, argument-genitives normally involve
a certain relational relationship such that if there is a relational nominal x, the
other nominal y is required to fill the argument position of x, and the relation is
an intrinsic part of the lexical meaning of x. On the other hand, for modifier-genitives, the two noun phrases x and y are in principle independent of each other.
native-sensitive particle whose interpretation depends on the alternatives introduced by foci or
contrastive topics (Rooth 1985) and only universally quantifies over alternatives. In particular,
only by its nature must associate with a constituent that is marked or identifiable as a focus
constituent. As such, it is possible that the occurrence of zhi ‘only’ here somehow makes some
speakers identify and associate the numeral san ‘three’ with focus, forcing them to generate
other possible alternatives. I leave this phenomenon for future inquiry.
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It is the genitive construction itself that introduces the relation between the two
nominals. For instance, in the phrase Zhangsan’s pencil, the genitive construction
links Zhangsan and pencil and the relation between Zhangsan and pencil is provided by the variable of the possessive genitive. In the rest of the discussion, I will
show that Mandarin possessives with relational nouns can only take the form of
argument-genitives, resulting in the maximality presupposition, just like English
prenominal possessives. On the other hand, Mandarin possessives with non-relational nouns can take either argument-genitive or modifier-genitive forms. The
latter, being a modifier in nature, does not presuppose maximality. The combination of these two interpretations within one single surface construction results
in the lack of the maximality presupposition. The logic is simple: When one of
the two underlying forms does not presuppose maximality, the surface interpretation accordingly lacks the maximality presupposition. Before proceeding to the
semantic analysis in Section 4, I will briefly summarize the derived two-genitive
approach adopted in this paper.
Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003) build on Jensen & Vikner’s (1994) one-genitive approach and agree with Jensen & Vikner in their uniform treatment of possessives as well as the mechanism of coercing or type-shifting common nouns to
transitive common nouns. Beyond that, Partee & Borschev argue for the existence
of an additional type that can serve as either a predicate or a NP-internal modifier.
The arguments are mainly from the cross-linguistic comparison of predicate possessives such as That team is John’s. For Jensen & Vikner, the only way to deal with
the predicate possessives under the one-genitive approach would be to assume
that the predicate possessives must always involve elliptical full NPs so that the
composition can work. However, while it is not easy to detect whether the predicate possessives in English involve elliptical NPs, Partee & Borschev argue that it is
possible to see the distinction between predicate possessives that involve elliptical
NPs and those that do not, if we look at data from German, Russian and Polish.
For example, the following Russian data clearly exhibit some distinction in terms
of the status of argument and predicate/modifier for genitives (Partee & Borschev
2001: 107):
(8) a.

Éta
strana
byla
kogda-to moej.
that.f.nom.sg country.f.nom.sg was.f.sg once
my.f.instr.sg
‘That country was once mine.’ (ordinary possession reading or citizenship
reading)
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b. Éta
strana
byla
kogda-to moej
that.f.nom.sg country.f.nom.sg was.f.sg once
my.f.instr.sg
stranoj.
country.f.instr.sg
‘That country was once my country.’ (ordinary possession reading or citizenship reading)
(9) a.

Éta
strana
byla
kogda-to moja.
that.f.nom.sg country.f.nom.sg was.f.sg once
my.f.nom.sg
‘That country was once mine.’ (ordinary possession reading)
b. *Éta
strana
byla
kogda-to moja
that.f.nom.sg country.f.nom.sg was.f.sg once
my.f.nom.sg
strana.
country.f.nom.sg
Intended: ‘That country was once my country.’

As shown above, the equivalent of my can take either moej or moja. A sharp contrast is observed here; that is, only moej can have a nominal complement whereas
moja cannot. What is more interesting is that in the latter case with moja, only
the ordinary or prototypical possession relation (i.e., own/control) is permitted.
In other words, the contrast is morphologically realized in Russian, unlike its English counterpart in which the elliptical possessives and predicate possessives bear
the same form. Based on this, Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003) assume that English predicate possessives do not always involve elliptical NPs but may be like a
simple <e,t> predicate in certain cases. Thus, the predicate possessives in question
can behave like various sorts of modifiers (e.g., intersective adjectives and relative
clauses), so they use the term modifier-genitives, as opposed to the other cases
(i.e., argument-genitives) that saturate an argument position from the relational or
coerced non-relational nouns. For them, the predicate possessive can be semantically represented as (10):
(10) [John’s]PRED : λx [RPOSS (j, x)]<e,t>

As suggested by Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003), the original Ri is changed to
RPOSS to better represent the ordinary possession relation. This is a move to differentiate the Ri of Jensen & Vikner’s (1994) one-genitive approach where Ri represents various coerced or type-shifted lexical relations. To sum up, the new
approach proposed by Partee & Borschev is a system in which all head nouns,
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relational or non-relational, can be treated as relational.8 Along this line, the possession relations can come from inherently relational nouns, coerced non-relational nouns or even coerced noun phrases (e.g., favorite pencil). In addition, the
system also allows for the existence of modifier-genitives that bear the notional
concept of ordinary possession (i.e., RPOSS) and permits these modifier-genitives
to occur NP-internally as a modifier in some languages. With this particular genitive type, the relation between the possessor and the possessum does not come
from the head nouns but from the possessives instead.

4.

The semantic analysis

In this section, I will first provide a semantic analysis of Mandarin possessives and
then argue for the existence of the NP-internal modifier-genitive in Mandarin and
its compatibility with non-relational nouns by resorting to the correlation with
prenominal relative clauses. The discussion will also include a comparison to English and an account for both languages with respect to their discrepancy in the
maximality presupposition. The final section addresses some theoretical implications for the existence of modifier-genitives.

4.1 The semantics of high-possessor possessives
The semantic representations of argument-genitives, with relational and coerced
non-relational nouns, are provided in (11) and (12) respectively.
(11) a.

san-ge nüer

b. de
c. Zhangsan
d. Zhangsan de san-ge
nüer
(12) a.

‘three-cl daughters’
‘poss’
‘Zhangsan’
‘Zhangsan’s three
daughters’

san-zhi qianbi ‘three-cl
pencils’
b. de
‘poss’
c. Zhangsan
‘Zhangsan’

= λy[λx[daughter (y, x) ʌ
|x| = 3]]
= λR[λy[ɩx[R (y, x)]]]
= zs
= ɩx[daughter (zs, x) ʌ
|x| = 3]

= λy[λx[pencil (x) ʌ Ri (y, x) ʌ |x| = 3]] or
λy[λx[write-with (y, x) ʌ |x| = 3]]
= λR[λy[ɩx[R (y, x)]]]
= zs

8. Note that although any noun can be treated as relational, not all occurrences of all nouns are
so treated, in particular not a simple non-relational noun when combined with a modifier-genitive.
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d. Zhangsan de ‘Zhangsan’s = ɩx[pencil (x) ʌ Ri (zs, x) ʌ |x| = 3] or
san-zhi qianbi three pencils’ ɩx[write-with (zs, x) ʌ |x| = 3]

Based on the spirit of the one-genitive approach, the possessives in (11b) and (12b)
are essentially the same, regardless of whether they will be eventually combined
with relational or coerced non-relation nouns. Thus, for argument-genitives, the
maximality presupposition is obtained with the composition of definiteness (i.e.,
ɩ-operator) from the denotation of the possessive marker de in (11b) and (12b). As
also shown in the composition tree in (13), the semantic treatment follows naturally from the assumption that de occupies the D0 position that is commonly
assumed to encode definiteness.
(13) High-Possessor / Argument-Genitives: Maximality Presupposition9

For the modifier-genitive counterpart that occurs NP-internally and combines
only with non-relational head nouns, it serves as if it is a modifier, as opposed to
the argument-genitive, which saturates an argument position from relational or
coerced non-relational nouns. Thus, cases with non-relational nouns will end up
with no maximality presupposition.
(14) a. san-zhi qianbi
b. Zhangsan de
c.

Zhangsan de
san-zhi qianbi

‘three-cl pencils’ = λx[pencil (x) ʌ |x| = 3]
‘Zhangsan-poss’ = λP [λx [P(x) ʌ RPOSS (zs, x)]]
(modifier-genitive)
‘Zhangsan’s three = λx [pencil(x) ʌ RPOSS (zs, x) ʌ
pencils’
|x| = 3]

9. As is commonly assumed, relational nouns and non-coerced non-relational nouns are of
different semantic types. So in order for the types to match, it is necessary to assume that the
classifier (or Num-Cl) has to be sensitive to the noun types, which amounts to saying that there
should be some ‘type-shifted’ classifiers. Alternatively, as suggested by Chris Barker (personal
communication), classifiers take an <e,t> or <e,<e,t>> elements and return the same result. So
the type denotation for classifiers can involve some kind of variable that varies to match the
complement they take.
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(15) High-Possessor / Modifier-Genitives: No Maximality Presupposition

In modifier-genitives, the possessive marker first combines with the possessor,
as shown in (14b) as well as in the composition tree in (15). This constituent
is just like an intersective modifier, as opposed to the argument-type possessive
that combines with either inherently relational or coerced non-relational nouns.
Under this view, the lack of the maximality presupposition thus results from the
nature of modifiers, which do not have to be associated with the notion of definiteness in any obvious way. To sum up, de in (13) selects as an argument and
combines with a (coerced) relational noun, in a way similar to the English ’s, while
de in (15) is the same as the occurrence of de in a modifier-N or relative clause-N
sequence, hence only composing with modifiers. In the next section, I will present arguments for the existence of NP-internal modifier-genitives in Mandarin
and for the hypothesized split of interpretations for cases involving non-relational
nouns. The reason why cases with relational nouns can only have the argumentgenitive alternation will also be discussed.

4.2 Prenominal relative clauses
As mentioned earlier, the morpheme de, which is required in connecting a possessor and a possessum, occurs in nearly all sorts of modifier-head constructions,
such as adjectival and relative clause constructions, as exemplified below:
(16) Zhangsan de (san-zhi) qianbi
Zhangsan de three-cl pencil
‘Zhangsan’s (three) pencil(s)’
(17) Zhangsan mai de (san-zhi) qianbi …
Zhangsan buy de three-cl pencil
‘(three) pencil(s) that Zhangsan bought …’

(possessive)

(relative clause)
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(18) Lan-se
de (san-zhi) qianbi
blue-color de three-cl pencil
‘(three) blue pencil(s)’

(adjectival modification)

In addition, for all the cases above, it is possible for a Num-Cl sequence to occur
between de and the head noun. I take this high similarity to be one of the reasons
why possessives (i.e., possessor-de) in Mandarin can have the NP-internal modifier-genitive. Now it is necessary to show why only cases with non-coerced nonrelational nouns can take modifier-genitives. As previously mentioned, Partee &
Borschev (2001, 2003) claim that the relation Ri in the modifier/predicate-genitive
type of possessives should be changed to RPOSS, in order to better represent the
ordinary possession (i.e., own/control) relation. Note that in modifier-genitives,
the possession relation is not exported from the head noun (since it is not relational or coerced). Rather, it is the possessive (i.e., possessor-de) that provides the
content of the RPOSS relation in question.
Given these, one immediate prediction that follows from the current proposal
is that relational nouns cannot be combined with a modifier-genitive de since the
former are of type <e, <e,t>> and the latter takes a function of type <e,t> as its
argument. Such a structure is ruled out due to type mismatch. The prediction is
indeed borne out. Firstly, we construct an environment where a relation similar
to the ordinary RPOSS is definitely not provided by the head noun. Secondly, we
show that only non-relational nouns can felicitously occur in this particular environment. Provided the similarity between prenominal relative clauses and possessives in Mandarin and the fact that relative clauses are generally assumed to
behave like modifiers, it seems plausible to create the aforesaid environment with
a relative clause in which the embedded predicate denotes the ordinary possession relation. This is to exclude the possibility that the possession relation may in
fact come from the relational nouns or coerced non-relational nouns. (19)–(20)
are such eligible examples in which shuyu ‘belong.to’ is the embedded predicate of
the relative clause.10
(19) [e shuyu
Zhangsan de] san-zhi qianbi
belong.to Zhangsan de three-cl pencil
‘three pencils that belong to Zhangsan’
(20) */#[e shuyu
Zhangsan de] san-ge nüer
belong.to Zhangsan de three-cl daughter
Intended: ‘three daughters that belong to Zhangsan’

10. The symbol e represents a gap inside the relative clause. Another potential candidate for
testing is relative clauses with yongyou ‘own’ as the embedded predicate.
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The contrast of (19) and (20) shows that an inherently relational noun like nüer
‘daughter’ cannot felicitously occur in the relative clause construction, which
involves the use of the modifier-genitive de.11 In fact, not only daughter but also
some other relational nouns (e.g., body-part terms, friend and so on) are infelicitous in this environment. The pattern becomes even more interesting when the
head noun is a multivalent one like shu ‘book’. As exemplified in (21), only the
ordinary possession reading is possible even though the possessor zhe-ge zuojia
‘this author’ should otherwise easily trigger the lexical-agentive (i.e., author/creation) relation reading.
(21) [e shuyu
zhe-ge zuojia de] san-ben hu
belong.to dem-cl writer de three-cl book
‘three books that belong to this author’ (only the ordinary possession reading)

As an interim summary, I have shown that the incompatibility of relational nouns
with modifier-genitives correlates with the fact that relational nouns fail to occur
as the head nouns of relative clauses that express the ordinary possession relation
(RPOSS). In other words, while relational head nouns (either inherently relational
nouns or non-relational nouns that are coerced) are compatible with argumentgenitives, only non-relational nouns that are not coerced can occur as the head
nouns of modifier-genitives. This results in the split interpretations for possessives
with non-relational nouns, and thus no maximality presupposition is observed.
Before closing the section, let us compare the denotations of relative clauses and
modifier-genitives.
(22) shuyu Zhangsan de san-zhi qianbi ‘three pencils that belong to Zhangsan’
= λx [pencil(x) ʌ belong.to (x, zs) ʌ |x| = 3]
(23) Zhangsan de san-zhi qianbi
= λx [pencil(x) ʌ RPOSS (zs, x) ʌ
|x| = 3]

‘Zhangsan’s three pencils’
(modifier-genitive)

From the comparison, it is clear that the belong.to relative clause in (22) is almost
semantically identical to the possessive that takes the modifier-genitive form with
the relation RPOSS being lexically specified as belong.to, as in (23). The difference is

11. Note that, though apparently a relation noun xiaohai ‘child’ sometimes seems to be able to
occur in this type of relative clause, crucially, the interpretation denoting the inherent relation
(i.e., biological offspring) is not possible. One plausible reading is, for instance, the day-care
reading that it is used to describe the situation where one babysitter is in charge of attending
certain children. Thus this fact is not really a problem for the current analysis.
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hardly distinguishable on the surface since predicates of the belong.to sort specify
the same relation as RPOSS (i.e., the ordinary possession relation) represents.12

4.3 Predicate possessives
An additional piece of evidence for the proposed analysis comes from predicate
possessives. In particular, only non-relational nouns are unconditionally compatible with predicate possessives; accordingly, this fact further supports the claim
that only non-relational nouns are compatible with modifier/predicate-genitives.
As shown below, predicate possessives in Mandarin and English are roughly
identical.
(24) Na-xie qianbi shi Zhangsan de.
dem-cl pencils cop Zhangsan de
‘Those pencils are Zhangsan’s.’
(25) Those pencils are John’s.

In Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003), the motivation to assume the existence of the
modifier/predicate-type of genitives is mainly from predicate possessives. Stockwell, Schachter & Partee (1973) are among the first who propose that predicate
possessives are only compatible with the so-called free R relation. In other words,
only non-relational nouns are compatible with predicate possessives. Although
Partee & Borschev claim instead that the situation is in fact more complicated and
it is not the case that all relational nouns are forbidden to occur in the subject
position of predicate possessives, the basic condition still holds. That is, only nonrelational nouns are categorically compatible with predicate possessives. For certain cases in which predicate possessives seem compatible with relational nouns,
it is probably because the nouns are somehow interpreted as non-relational. Some
relevant examples are given below.
12. One reviewer brings up the following sentence and asks why it does not have an exhaustive
reading.
(i) Xiaosi tai tou kan-zhe ta zaichang de san-ge gege.
Xiaosi raise head look-asp he present de three-cl elder.brother
‘Xiaosi raised his head and looked at his three elder brothers who were present.’
In this example, one can see that the stage-level modifier zaichang ‘present’ appears before de
and actually makes a (restrictive) relative clause modifying san-ge gege ‘three brothers’. In other
words, the fact that the modifier zaichang cancels the maximality reading follows from the
current theory in that its very presence marks the de involved as a modifier-genitive marker;
accordingly, it is the possessive, rather than the head noun, that provides the content of the
RPOSS relation in question.
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(26) a. *That father is John’s.
b. That team is John’s.
c. That teacher is John’s.

As shown in the pattern above, (26a) and (26b) represent the contrast between a
relational noun father and a non-relational noun team. The apparent counterexample in (26c), according to Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003), emerges because the
relational noun teacher13 is interpreted non-relationally in the subject position so
as to be compatible with predicate possessives. Back to Mandarin, it is expected
that only non-relational nouns can unconditionally occur in the subject position
of predicate possessives. This prediction is borne out, as the following contrast
indicates.
(27) a. *Na-ge baba shi Zhangsan de.
dem-cl father cop Zhangsan de
Intended: ‘That father is Zhangsan’s.’
b. *Na-ge nüer
shi Zhangsan de.
dem-cl daughter cop Zhangsan de
Intended: ‘That daughter is Zhangsan’s.’
c. Na-ge qiudui shi Zhangsan de.
dem-cl team cop Zhangsan de
‘That team is Zhangsan’s.’
d. Na-ge qianbi shi Zhangsan de.
dem-cl pencil cop Zhangsan de
‘That pencil is Zhangsan’s.’

The pattern clearly shows that only non-relational nouns such as qiudui ‘team’ and
qianbi ‘pencil’ can categorically co-occur with the modifier/predicate-type of genitive. This result thus supports the analysis of the hypothesized split for possessives
with non-relational nouns.

4.4 Comparison with English
This section addresses the question as to why English prenominal possessives uniformly presuppose maximality, unlike the discrepancy observed in Mandarin, and
the basic idea of the answer provided here is that English has no NP-internal modifier-genitive. As suggested earlier, the fact that maximality is not presupposed in
Mandarin possessives with non-relational nouns results from the split of interpretations between argument-genitives and modifier-genitives; in addition, this
13. In Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003), they discuss more examples than the ones presented
above. For the purpose of this paper, I only consider the three representative examples.
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interpretation split is exclusive to non-relational nouns since only they are compatible with the ordinary RPOSS relation. Given these, the issue to be discussed next
can be described as follows. Just like Mandarin, English also resists the combination of an inherently relational noun with a relative clause that has belong to as the
embedded predicate, as shown in (28):
(28) a. (The) three pencils that belong to John …
b. #(The) three daughters that belong to John …

Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.3, both Mandarin and English exhibit the
same preference for non-relational nouns in predicate possessives. These two facts
indicate that it is also the case that only non-relational nouns are compatible with
the RPOSS relation in English. Thus, it is necessary to explain why maximality is
presupposed in English even with non-relational nouns.
The conjecture I would like to offer is that English prenominal possessives14
(i.e., possessor’s) do not have the modifier-genitive counterpart. In other words,
there is no NP-internal modifier-genitive for English prenominal possessives. This
provides a way to account for the contrast between English and Mandarin. That
is, the reason why English presupposes maximality in all instances of prenominal possessives is because no modifier-genitive can occur NP-internally. On the
other hand, for Mandarin, modifier-genitives can be combined with non-relational nouns and occur in the NP-internal position. The motivation for this claim
comes from the fundamental grammatical difference between Mandarin possessives and English prenominal possessives. In particular, Mandarin possessives
(e.g., possessor-de) take the form similar to regular modifiers such as relative
clauses and adjectives, which are always prenominal and use the same marker de,
whereas English does not show the same correspondence.15
However, this should not be taken to mean that English absolutely has no
modifier-genitive. In fact, as mentioned earlier, English does have modifier-genitives when they occur as predicate possessives (e.g., That team is John’s).16 As
such, the prediction is that they should only be compatible with non-relational
nouns (or relational nouns used as non-relational) and that there should be no
maximality presupposition. The first prediction has already been proven based

14. Whether there is a modifier-type for postnominal genitives is another question, which I
will not discuss here.
15. For example, English relative clauses are postnominal.
16. An immediate question that arises is why English behaves in this particular way. At this
point, I have nothing smart to say about this, but one quick answer provided here is that in English the possessive head in a prenominal modifier-genitive may be different from that in a predicative one. I leave the issue for further inquiry. Thanks to one reviewer for bringing this up.
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on Stockwell, Schachter & Partee (1973) and Partee & Borschev (2001, 2003): As
mentioned in Section 4.3, only non-relational nouns are categorically compatible
with predicate possessives. The second prediction is met as well. That is, it is generally agreed among speakers that there is no maximality presupposition for sentences with predicate possessives like John’s in (29), as indicated by the felicitous
continuation. This means that the first conjunct does not exhaust the set of pencils that John owns.
(29) These three pencils here are John’s (and those three pencils there are also John’s
too).

To sum up, modifier-genitives, unlike argument-ones, are intrinsically not associated with the notion of definiteness so the maximality reading is not presupposed.
Unlike Mandarin, English does not display any correspondence between prenominal modifiers and possessives, and accordingly does not have NP-internal modifier-genitives. As a result, English prenominal possessives uniformly presuppose
maximality regardless of noun types. In addition, it has been shown that, even in
English, modifier-genitives can serve as predicate possessives without triggering
any maximality presupposition. This fact further confirms that English does not
have any NP-internal modifier-genitive in prenominal possessives. The account
provided here answers Partee & Borschev’s puzzle as to whether English prenominal possessives inside NPs are ambiguous between argument and modifier types.
The overall discussion can be summarized in the following two tables.
Table 1. Mandarin possessives and maximality presupposition

Table 2. English prenominal possessives and maximality presupposition
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper, I started by pointing out the discrepancy regarding maximality
presupposition between English and Mandarin possessives. I have shown that
by assuming the existence of modifier-genitives, as in Partee & Borschev (2001,
2003), the noted discrepancy can be accounted for. In particular, the fact that
modifier-genitives are just like predicate possessives and are only compatible with
non-relational nouns is the underlying reason for the noted interpretational disparities.
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